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Introduction
the domestic oil and natural gas industry (the upstream energy industry) is one of the most 
heavily regulated industries in the country. upstream energy producers must comply with federal 
regulations including the: 

•• safe drinking Water act (sdWa)

•• clean Water act (cWa)

•• clean air act (caa)

•• endangered species act (esa)

•• toxic substances control act (tsca)

•• Federal insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide act (FiFRa)

•• national environmental policy act (nepa)

•• comprehensive environmental Response compensation and liability act (ceRc-
la)

•• Resource conservation and Recovery act (RcRa)

•• emergency planning and community Right-to-Know act (epcRa)

•• Occupational safety and health act (Osha) , and

•• national historic preservation act.1

Firms operating in the upstream energy industry also face regulatory-created time delays, which 
are excessively long on federal lands; as well as state and local regulations that can vary signifi-
cantly. For instance, all states with active fracking operations (i.e. hydraulic fracturing techniques 
that inject fluids into the cracks of rock formations allowing more oil and gas to be extracted) 
impose comprehensive regulations on the practice – in the extreme, some states, such as new 
york, impose effective or actual bans on fracking. 
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the overall state regulatory environment (i.e. regulations that are not spe-
cifically targeted toward the upstream energy industry) also impact overall 
business costs and, if overly-burdensome, will also discourage economic ac-
tivity in the upstream energy industry.

While there are some sound reasons for regulatory oversight of the up-
stream energy industry, as hale et al. (2011) noted, “in general, there is a 
structural tendency for regulation to increase over time, creating increasing 
rigidity within regulated firms and increasing costs for new entrants. these 
factors tend to reduce innovation both in the discovery of more efficient 
rules and in companies’ production processes.”2 such considerations impact 
the upstream energy industry.

in the jurisdictions with excessive upstream energy industry regulations, the 
production costs are higher, the industry is more rigid, the oil and natural 
gas production is lower, and the incentives to explore for new fossil fuel 
reserves is smaller. Overly-burdensome regulatory environments limit the 
economic benefits that the upstream energy industry can create and accen-
tuate the price volatility already inherent in the fossil fuels market. 

the regulatory differences between state lands and federal lands, as well 
as variations between the states, create an opportunity to evaluate which 
regulatory approaches are associated with larger discouragements to oil and 
natural gas exploration and drilling (and, therefore, greater pricing volatility 
for consumers) and which regulatory approaches are associated with smaller 
discouragements to oil and natural gas exploration and drilling. 

the purpose of this report is to connect alternative regulatory environments 
to the growth in exploration and production between state lands and fed-
eral lands, and between key states. the report illustrates that, as would be 
expected from economic theory, there is a clear association between states 
(or federal lands) imposing higher regulatory burdens and the amount of 
economic activity that follows.

it is important to note upfront that regulatory costs are only one consid-
eration regarding where an upstream energy production will occur – other 
considerations include variations in production costs due to geology and the 
physical location of the oil and natural gas within a specific oil or natural gas 
basin. due to these considerations, greater production will not always occur 
on the low-regulatory cost lands of a basin; and, when greater production 
does occur on the low regulatory cost lands, other factors may also be play-
ing a role.  even with this caveat, the consistent correlation between more 
burdensome regulations and less oil and natural gas exploration and produc-
tion indicates that greater regulatory costs discourages fossil fuel production 
and economic activity. 

Overly-burdensome 
regulatory 
environments limit 
the economic benefits 
that the upstream 
energy industry can 
create and accentuate 
the price volatility 
already inherent in 
the fossil fuels market. 
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Fossil fuels: an important  
economic contributor in a  
volatile environment
Fossil fuels remain an indispensable fuel source for the u.s. thanks to new 
shale drilling techniques, the u.s. has become the largest oil and natural 
gas producer in the world.3 the plentiful supply of affordable natural gas 
has also increased natural gas’ share of electricity generation. natural gas 
now accounts for around one-third of all electricity generation – approxi-
mately equal to coal’s share, and, in some months, natural gas consumption 
surpasses coal consumption. 

the past two years also exemplifies the extreme volatility inherent in the 
fossil fuels market. adjusted for inflation, and even accounting for the 
recent price increase, oil prices are around lows that have not been seen 
for decades. yet, just two years ago, oil prices were approaching historical 
highs, see Figure 1. natural gas prices have also followed a similar pattern 
as of late.

Figure 1 
Monthly Inflation Adjusted Oil Prices  
January 1986 through January 20164
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one-third of all 
electricity generation 
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equal to coal’s 
share, and, in some 
months, natural gas 
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historically low prices are, arguably, the largest obstacle facing the upstream 
energy industry. persistently low oil and natural gas prices have started a pro-
cess of retrenchment that is driving the returns from many new oil and natural 
gas exploration projects below their break-even levels.

the break-even retail price for upstream oil and natural gas production var-
ies across geographies for many reasons. geological variations make it more 
difficult (and, therefore, more costly) for the upstream industry to operate in 
some regions compared to others. in other regions an efficient transporta-
tion infrastructure is lacking, raising the costs of production. additionally, the 
break-even price varies depending upon whether the well has already been 
drilled or not. 

For wells that have already been drilled, in the relatively lower cost area of 
north dakota’s bakken region for instance, prices as low as $15 per barrel 
will still cover the ongoing costs of operation and maintenance – and, there-
fore, operations are expected to continue in these wells.5 but, such costs are 
insufficient to incent any increase in production. typically, prices need to be 
in the range of $30 per barrel (at a bare minimum) to $70 per barrel to incent 
exploration and production.6

the current pricing volatility and subsequent industry retrenchment does not 
diminish the contribution that the upstream energy industry made to the u.s. 
economy immediately following the 2007-09 recession. thanks to fracking, 
the natural gas industry experienced an economic renaissance that was a key 
driver in the otherwise lackluster u.s. economy.  a merrill lynch research 
note estimated that the new energy extraction technologies, and the resulting 
increase in energy supplies, contributed 2.2 percentage points of growth to 
u.s. gdp between January 2010 and the end of 2011.7 

and, this growth was a major job creator.  according to a 2014 manhattan 
institute report, relying on u.s. census data, “since 2003, more than 400,000 
jobs have been created in the direct production of oil & gas and some 2 mil-
lion more in indirect employment in industries such as transportation, con-
struction, and information services associated with finding, transporting, and 
storing fuels from the new shale bounty.”8 as an Investor’s Business Daily (IBD) 
story noted, “employment is up 40 percent in the oil and gas fields since the 
recession began in late 2007.”9  the IBD story also noted that the industry 
is investing hundreds of billions of dollars into state-of-the-art production 
facilities.

the economic contribution of the upstream energy industry can also be illus-
trated by examining the turnaround in overall u.s. production and overall u.s. 
reserves. as Figure 2 illustrates, total u.s. production of crude oil peaked in 
1971 and then declined relatively steadily until 2008. the fracking revolution 
altered this long-term trend, however, and by 2015 total u.s. production was 
nearly at historical highs once again. a similar pattern is also evident in the 
total u.s. proved crude oil reserves, see Figure 3.

according to a 
2014 Manhattan 
Institute report, 
relying on U.S. 
Census data, “since 
2003, more than 
400,000 jobs have 
been created in the 
direct production of 
oil & gas and some 
2 million more in 
indirect employment 
in industries such 
as transportation, 
construction, and 
information services 
associated with 
finding, transporting, 
and storing fuels 
from the new 
shale bounty.
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Figure 2 
U.S. Field Production of Crude Oil — 1900–201510

Source: Energy Information Administration 

Figure 3 
U.S. Crude Oil Proved Reserves —1900–201411
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Rising oil and natural gas production in the u.s. from innovative drilling techniques was also a major 
contributor to the rising affordability of motor fuels. more affordable motor fuel improves overall con-
sumer finances, which is especially important due to the weak u.s. economic expansion that has failed 
to raise incomes for far too many families.

Regulating the Upstream Energy Industry
the upstream energy industry operates on lands owned by the federal government (federal lands), 
lands owned by the states, and private lands. the majority of the onshore oil and natural gas produc-
tion in the u.s. occurs on a set number of large resource basins. map 1, reproduced from the energy 
information administration (eia), is an example and summarizes the major shale gas plays in the 
continental u.s. 

Map 1 
Shale Plays in the Continental U.S.

 

Source: Energy Information Administration, as of March 2016.

in order to produce oil and natural gas, the upstream energy industry must obtain the rights (typically 
through a lease) from the owner of the mineral rights (either the federal government, state government, 
or a private entity). this development process begins long before any fossil fuels are extracted from the 
ground and includes: 

•• an initial geological survey that determines if recoverable fossil fuels exist; 

•• the development, planning, and permitting processes that create a plan to effectively recover 
the fossil fuels while minimizing any potential environmental impacts; 

•• the drilling and completion processes that create the oil or natural gas well from which the 
fossil fuels will be extracted; 
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•• the production and transportation processes that extract the fossil fuel and transport it to 
processors, typically through pipelines; and, 

•• the reclamation process that attempts to minimize the environmental footprint of the pro-
duction operations.12 

both federal and state regulations will impact the entire fossil fuel development process. it is important 
to note that all oil and natural gas production, whether on federal or state/private lands, are subject 
to a litany of federal regulations. according to the government accountability Office (gaO), “as 
with conventional oil and gas development, requirements from eight federal environmental and public 
health laws apply to unconventional oil and gas development.”13 many of these federal requirements 
were listed in the introduction of this paper. production on federal lands are then subject to additional 
regulations. 

the regulations that each state will impose on production that occurs on state lands will vary across 
the states. states with energy resources all impose different regulations and restrictions on production 
on lands within their jurisdictions. defining which of these regulatory structures are more restrictive is 
complicated, however, because the stringency of different regulations will (and should) vary across the 
states due to geological differences.

there are some lessons, however, that can be gleaned through a review of the different regulations 
between the federal lands and state lands, and between states. the most important lesson is that regu-
lations that impose higher costs, impose unnecessary (and costly) time delays, or that prohibit cutting 
edge fracking techniques are associated with significantly less production activity.

Federal Lands: Greater Volatility, Less Activity

the bureau of land management (blm) is responsible for overseeing upstream activity and manag-
ing the leases on the over 570 million acres of blm and other federal lands and includes over 63,000 
onshore oil and gas wells on federal lands.14 Overall, “8 percent of all oil and 11 percent of all natural 
gas on federal lands are available for extraction through leasing.”15 

the growth renaissance in the oil and natural gas industry has not occurred on these federal lands. 
according to a 2015 report by the congressional Research service (cRs), 

Oil production has fluctuated on federal lands over the past five fiscal years but has in-
creased dramatically on non-federal lands. non-federal crude oil production has been 
rapidly increasing in the past few years, partly due to favorable geology and the ease 
of leasing, rising by 3.0 million barrels per day (mbd) between Fy2010 and Fy2014, 
causing the federal share of total u.s. crude oil production to fall from 36.4 percent to 
21.4 percent.16

summarizing the cRs’ findings, the institute for energy Research stated that “since fiscal year 2010, 
oil production on federal lands is down by 10 percent and natural gas production on federal lands is 
down 31 percent. this contrasts to oil production on non-federal lands, which is up by 89 percent, and 
natural gas production on non-federal lands, which is up by 37 percent since fiscal year 2010.”17
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Figures 4 & 5 present the data that illustrate that the renaissance in u.s. 
oil and natural gas production has not occurred on federal lands. Figure 4 
illustrates that in the six years prior to the fracking revolution, oil produc-
tion on federal lands declined slightly more than total oil production (-16.5 
percent versus -11.2 percent). since the fracking revolution, a large divide 
has developed. While overall oil production in the u.s. rose 73.7 percent 
between 2008 and 2014, production on federal lands only rose 23.0 percent. 
clearly, production on state and private lands were the main driver of the 
oil production revolution. and, the differences in natural gas production are 
even more stark.

Figure 4 
Percent Change in Oil Production:  
Federal Lands Compared to Total Production18
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as illustrated in Figure 5, natural gas production in the u.s. was already 
growing between 2003 and 2008 (by 6.3 percent); but, not on federal lands. 
On federal lands, natural gas production declined 18.0 percent. that decline 
accelerated between 2008 and 2014 (-34.7 percent) while overall natural gas 
production growth accelerated to 22.3 percent. natural gas production on 
state and private lands was the only driver of natural gas production during 
one of the largest energy booms in u.s. history. more broadly, there is less 
exploration, less production relative to known reserves, and less overall eco-
nomic activity on federal lands compared to state lands.

Figure 4 illustrates that 
in the six years prior to 
the fracking revolution, 
oil production on federal 
lands declined slightly 
more than total oil 
production (-16.5 percent 
versus -11.2 percent). 
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Figure 5 
Percent Change in Natural Gas Production: Federal Lands 
Compared to Total Production19

Source: Energy Information Administration

 
the lower production volumes are also evident in the declining number 
of new leases on federal lands. according to the bureau of land manage-
ment (blm), the total number of new production leases the blm issued 
in Fy2014 hit a quarter century low – and were declining throughout the 
shale oil boom.20 

 
Figure 6 
Total Number of New Leases Issued During the Year21

Source: Bureau of Land Management
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While many factors help explain why production is lower on federal lands 
compared to state lands, the excessive costs due to higher regulatory burdens 
from federal regulations are one of them.

according to the government accountability Office (gaO), “oil and gas 
development on federal lands must comply with applicable federal envi-
ronmental and state laws, as well as additional requirements. these require-
ments are the same for conventional and unconventional oil and gas devel-
opment.”22 these additional requirements impose extra costs that have been 
impacting federal lands for many years. 

a 2002 study that examined the costs of an area of land in Wyoming that 
alternates between federal land and private lands quantified the impact from 
federal regulations on overall production costs.23 due to a unique historical 
development, the tracts of land in a significant oil play in Wyoming is di-
vided equally between federal and private lands in a roughly checkerboard 
fashion. due to the random division and geographical similarity, the au-
thors noted that the region “serves as an experimental control that may be 
used to identify differences in drilling cost on federal and private property. 
estimates presented suggest that average drilling costs per well are about 
$200,000 higher on federal property than on private property. This difference 
is attributed to more stringent enforcement of environmental and land use regu-
lations on federal land.” 24

One of the costliest regulatory burdens from operating on federal lands is 
the time it takes to acquire a permit to begin the drilling process – what is 
termed an application for permits to drill (apd). Figure 7 presents the aver-
age time delays between Fiscal year 2005 and Fiscal year 2014. as Figure 7 
illustrates, it takes at least a half a year to receive a permit approval on federal 
lands, and in 2011 it took nearly a year.

Figure 7 
Average Application for Permit to Drill (APD)  
Approval Timeframes25

Source: Bureau of Land Management
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the long time delays on federal lands stand in stark contrast to the time it takes to have a permit ap-
proved on state lands. as compiled by loris (2013), “north dakota processes a permit in an average of 
10 days. Other states have similarly short time frames: colorado’s average is 27 days (and improving), 
Ohio’s average is 14 days, texas’s average is five days (expedited permits are two days), and even califor-
nia is seven days and by law must be processed within 10 days or the permit is automatically approved.”26

compared to the processing times on state and private lands, time delays significantly increase the risks 
from operating on federal lands. Figure 8 illustrates these potential risks. the black bars in Figure 8 
show the percentage change in average monthly oil prices (cushing, OK Wti spot price) five months 
following the assumed beginning of a federal permit approval process (the low end apd approval time 
delay). the gold bars show the percentage change in average monthly oil prices 10 months following 
the assumed beginning of a federal permit approval process (the high end apd approval time delay).

as Figure 8 illustrates, there is wide variability in the actual oil prices a producer will face following a 
permit approval compared to the actual oil prices that existed when the producer started the permit ap-
proval process. sometimes, such as during early 2011, prices will be similar. Other times, such as during 
2007, prices will be significantly higher; however there are also times, such as today, when oil prices are 
significantly lower. this variability of outcomes creates additional risks from producing on federal lands 
compared to state lands – where the timeframes to approve a permit to drill is measured in weeks, not 
months.

Figure 8 
Percentage Change in Average Monthly Oil Prices within the  
Average Application for Permit to Drill (APD)  
Approval Timeframes27

Source: Author calculations based on data from the Bureau of Land Management and Energy Information Administration
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When the time delays coincide with declining prices, the lost potential 
revenues can be significant. For instance, based on 2014 production pro-
ductivity in the bakken region, the 227 day permit delay is associated 
with an annualized loss of $6.1 million in potential revenues per oil rig.28 
Of course, such potential revenue losses will not always occur. however, 
the extreme oil price volatility creates additional revenue risks for oil and 
natural gas producers when operating on federal lands. such additional 
regulatory risks, increases the costs on oil and natural gas producers and 
discourages production on federal lands.

there are even more barriers to producing on federal lands. producing oil 
or natural gas on federal lands face restrictions such as the environmental 
analyses required by the national environmental policy act.29 drilling on 
federal lands are also subject to more legal challenges from anti-drilling ad-
vocates.30 these additional burdens create unnecessary, and often lengthy, 
delays on top of those delays already cited. these types of restrictions are 
also growing. according to the Western energy alliance (Wea), “policy 
changes made in 2010 have added three layers of leasing analysis onto a 
system which already had five layers of analysis. as a result, blm offered 
81 percent less acreage in Fy 2011 than in Fy 2008.”31

the Wea has tallied up the costs from these delays, which are very large: 
“environmental analyses under the national environmental policy act 
(nepa) regularly take the government five to eight years to complete, 
despite companies paying for the contractors to perform the analysis. de-
lays of three years or more are preventing 1,600 wells and the creation of 
64,805 jobs, $4.3 billion in wages, and $14.9 billion in economic impact 
every year.”32 Overall, according to the Wea, getting to the production 
stage takes at least three years, and typically ranges from five to 10 years.

these regulatory costs and uncertainties are excessive relative to producing 
on state and private lands, diminishing the incentives to produce oil and 
natural gas on federal lands. these diminished incentives are manifested in 
the declining share of total oil and natural gas production on federal lands 
reviewed at the beginning of this section.

Comparing and Contrasting State Regulatory Environments

While the regulatory environment on federal lands creates a competitive 
disadvantage relative to the production opportunities on state and private 
lands, that advantage is not universal. several states impose stricter regu-
lations than others. 

all states with significant oil or natural gas production regulate these ac-
tivities. according to the gaO, these regulations are “related to a variety 
of activities involved in developing unconventional reservoirs, including 
siting and site preparation; drilling, casing, and cementing; hydraulic frac-

Producing oil or 
natural gas on 
federal lands face 
restrictions such as 
the environmental 
analyses required 
by the National 
Environmental 
Policy act.
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turing; well plugging; site reclamation; waste management and disposal; 
and managing air emissions.”33 the regulations create comprehensive rules 
across the entire production process including issues such as review and ap-
proval of permits, setting setback regulations (or the required distance) from 
water sources, establishing requirements relating to the cementing of the 
well, establishing disclosure requirements of fracking fluids, setting rules 
regarding how the well is plugged, and setting requirements for reclaiming 
the site. these rules are also evolving along with the industry.

For instance, due to the growth in what is termed unconventional sources 
(e.g. shale oil and gas), “in recent years, many oil and gas producing states 
have revised laws and regulations governing oil and gas production in re-
sponse to changes in production practices as producers have expanded into 
tight oil, shale gas, and other unconventional hydrocarbon formations.”34 
there is, however, a wide divergence across the states regarding how the 
specific rules and requirements are applied.

these discrepancies have increased calls for greater federal regulation of oil 
and natural gas production in the name of uniformity. the excessively large 
regulatory burdens on federal lands discussed above argues against a greater 
federal role. there is also substantial evidence that the individual states, 
due to their superior local knowledge, are better positioned to implement 
the right regulations that both safeguard the local environment while also 
promoting the responsible development of the local oil and natural gas re-
sources. For instance, loris (2013) argues that 

state regulators and private land owners have the local 
knowledge and the proper incentives to promote economic 
growth while protecting their environment. they under-
stand site-specific challenges and can address concerns effi-
ciently. they are the ones who have the most to gain when 
the management of natural resources and economic activity 
is done properly—but also the most to lose if they are mis-
managed and handled without care for the environment. 
land is a significant asset for a state, but if it is mishandled, 
that asset can turn into a liability. state and local govern-
ments and private landowners have the proper incentive 
structure to use the land as an asset.35

as university of texas at austin professor david spence argues none of 
the criteria that law and economics scholars uses to justify federal regulation 
over state or local regulation apply when it comes to the new production 
techniques. specifically, he argues:

First, most of the impacts of fracking do not cross state 
boundaries. problems of groundwater contamination, 
wastewater disposal, impacts to local character, and seismic 
impacts are essentially local in nature. indeed, this may be 

There is also substantial 
evidence that the 
individual states, due 
to their superior local 
knowledge, are better 
positioned to implement 
the right regulations 
that both safeguard 
the local environment 
while also promoting 
the responsible 
development of the 
local oil and natural 
gas resources. 
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one reason why we have traditionally left the regulation of 
onshore natural gas production to the states. ...

nor does the “race to the bottom” rationale apply here. nor-
mally, federal regulation is required to avoid a race to the bot-
tom where multiple states are competing for a limited sup-
ply of capital investment, as when a manufacturer pits states 
against one another to compete for the jobs associated with 
the new factory. by contrast, there is ample capital available 
to develop shale gas wherever it is found. indeed, shale gas 
production is booming wherever it is permitted, and the glut 
has driven the price of natural gas to historic lows. nor do 
states or local governments appear to be competing for this 
capital. many local communities (as well as the state of new 
york and the nation of France) have banned certain kinds of 
shale gas production within their borders. they can do so 
secure in the knowledge that if they change their minds, they 
will not have foregone the option to develop their shale gas 
resources because of limited capital.

Finally, shale gas development doesn’t seem to implicate the 
kinds of national interests that have motivated federal licens-
ing regimes for other energy facilities. the national hydro-
electric licensing regime, for example, was part of a new deal 
package of legislation designed to promote economic devel-
opment during the depression. likewise, congress created 
the nuclear power licensing regime after World War ii to 
manage the development of this strategically important new 
resource. shale gas production, by contrast, does not seem to 
implicate any national interest of similar magnitude. …

in sum, for these reasons and others, there is no need for a 
new comprehensive federal regulatory regime addressing the 
risks of shale gas production.36

the combination of the lack of a clear rationale for federal preemption of 
state regulators, the lost economic opportunities for oil and natural gas pro-
duction on federal lands versus state/private lands, and the wide divergence of 
state regulatory approaches that enable observational costs and benefits from 
alternative regulatory approaches creates a strong argument in favor of state 
regulatory authority.

due to the strong justification for state regulation of oil and natural gas pro-
duction, it is important to learn from the alternative state approaches. While 
some states will apply rules that safeguard the environment while still pro-
moting oil and natural gas production, other states enforce the regulations in 
such a manner that these rules either significantly deter energy production or, 
while not bans, have that effect in practice.

Due to the strong 
justification for 
state regulation 
of oil and natural 
gas production, 
it is important to 
learn from the 
alternative state 
approaches. 
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state barriers to energy production are not only caused by energy-specific regulations. a state’s broader 
regulatory environment will also impact oil and natural gas production – states that impose sensible 
regulations will promote greater business activity and growth while states that impose overly-burden-
some or wrongheaded regulations will create an environment that is hostile to business growth and 
activity. 

the general pattern across the states is the same pattern that is observed between federal lands and 
state/private lands. those states that enforce overly burdensome regulatory environments discourage oil 
and natural gas production. therefore, a much larger share of the economic benefits (including greater 
investment and jobs) are drawn to the states imposing a less burdensome regulatory environment.  

to illustrate these differences, this section evaluates three state case studies. two of these case studies 
evaluate the different regulatory environments across one geological formation – the bakken Formation 
(in north dakota and montana) and the marcellus Formation (focusing on pennsylvania and new 
york). the formation case studies are used so the regulatory differences can be evaluated within the 
same geological landscape. the third case study – examines the regulatory environment in california. 

The Bakken Formation – North Dakota v. Montana

innovations in drilling techniques (i.e. the fracking revolution) have turned the counties located on 
the bakken formation into oil and natural gas boom towns. total recoverable reserves of the formation 
are currently estimated to be four billion barrels with an additional two billion barrels estimated at the 
three Forks formation (an oil formation just below the bakken formation).37 

Map 238
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according to bakkenshale.com, “the bakken shale ranks as one of the 
largest oil developments in the u.s. in the past 40 years. the play has sin-
gle-handedly driven north dakota’s oil production to levels four times 
higher than previous peaks in the 1980s. as of June 2015, north dakota is 
second to texas in terms of oil production and boasts the lowest unemploy-
ment rate in the country at 3.1 percent.”39 

current production levels from the bakken shale, which are down from 
all-time highs, are over eight times as large as the production levels back in 
2007, see Figure 9. a similar dynamic is also evident in the production of 
natural gas from the bakken region, see Figure 9.

Figure 9 
Monthly Oil and Natural Gas Production,  
Bakken Formation 
January 2007 – January 201640

Source: Energy Information Administration

as Figures 10 and 11 illustrate, prior to the latest boom, production growth 
in both montana and north dakota had been flat for decades. howev-
er, the production revolution that has turned the bakken formation into a 
major oil and natural gas producer has been, essentially, an economic event 
that has occurred in north dakota, but not montana. 
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Figure 10 
Monthly Oil Production, North Dakota and Montana 
January 1981 – November 201541
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Figure 11 
Monthly Natural Gas Production,  
North Dakota and Montana 
January 1991 – November 201542
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there are geological reasons that favor fossil fuel production on the north 
dakota side of the border compared to the montana side – specifically, the 
oil shale layer is generally thicker and, therefore, more productive on the 
north dakota side of the border.43 there are also about three times as many 
proven oil reserves on the north dakota side of the border compared to 
the montana side.44 although north dakota has three times the proven oil 
reserves of montana’s, it also has 10 times the drilling and production – a 
value that is conspicuously disproportionate to the known reserves.45  

there are differences in federal land ownership between montana and 
north dakota that explain some of these discrepancies. about 29 percent 
of the land in montana is owned by the federal government, and montana 
is one of the 12 states where the federal government owns the most land.46 
in north dakota, on the other hand, the federal government owns only 3.9 
percent of the land. as discussed above, overly burdensome federal regu-
lations significantly reduce the incentive to produce on federal lands com-
pared to state lands. thus, greater federal ownership will create a greater 
disincentive to produce in montana than north dakota. 

there are also significant regulatory differences between montana and 
north dakota. the regulatory environment in montana (just like the fed-
eral regulatory environment) imposes high costs on oil and natural gas pro-
duction (particularly in comparison to north dakota). as noted by ander-
son (2012) “the difference in how oil producers are treated by montana and 
north dakota is clear, according to industry consultant and former gOp 
state senator Roy brown. in north dakota, he says, regulators work in col-
laboration with oil producers. in montana, not so much.”47 

take taxes. “While production taxes are favorable in montana, the same 
cannot be said of other montana taxes…. large pipeline systems [in mon-
tana, for instance,] are centrally assessed, and are taxed more than four times 
the rate of similar systems in north dakota and south dakota.”48

With respect to regulations on oil and natural gas production, regulations 
are often proposed with the goal of limiting production rather than im-
plementing effective regulations. For instance, the northern plains Re-
source council supported legislation, which ultimately failed, that would 
have pushed all production back from “inhabitable real property” by up to a 
quarter mile, compared to 500 feet in north dakota.49 however, there is no 
scientific need to expand montana’s setback regulations:

there is simply no proven public health or environmental 
necessity, nor is there substantiated evidence that the status 
quo is ineffective in its consideration of operators, mineral 
owners or surface owners.

With respect to 
regulations on oil and 
natural gas production, 
regulations are 
often proposed with 
the goal of limiting 
production rather 
than implementing 
effective regulations. 
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moreover, air and water quality, as tested extensively in the 
Williston basin since the recent boom, have been found un-
harmed by oil and gas development; with Richland county 
earning an a grade from the american heart and lung 
association for air quality.

multiple state agencies have deployed recent water testing 
programs in the bakken without any alarming results.50

expanding regulations unnecessarily increases costs on producers without 
creating additional benefits. and, even though these regulations were not 
ultimately passed, continued attempts to impose unnecessarily burdensome 
regulations discourages current production activities in the event that such 
regulations are eventually passed in the future. 

then there is the broader business environment. according to the pacific 
Research institute’s the 50-State Small Business Regulation Index, north da-
kota was ranked as having the 2nd most pro-growth regulatory environment, 
montana ranked 40th (or 11th worst).51 and, when it comes to the regulatory 
areas most relevant to oil and natural gas production, montana performs 
just as poorly.

Workers compensation premiums, adjusted for industry risk profiles, are 
$2.21 per $100 of payrolls in montana (the 11th most expensive in the 
country), significantly more expensive than the $0.88 per $100 of payrolls 
in north dakota (the least expensive in the country).52 Workers compensa-
tion programs in montana mandate expensive one-size fits all costs on all 
oil and natural gas producers. producers can avoid these excessively high 
workers’ compensation costs by locating their operations across the border 
in north dakota.

a similar pattern holds with respect to montana’s litigation climate. mon-
tana’s ranking improved between 2012 (where it ranked 45th or 6th worst) 
and 2015 (where it ranked 34th).53 the litigation climate still creates ex-
cessive uncertainty and costs for current and potential oil and natural gas 
producers, and thus discourages greater production activity. these costs are 
even more problematic for montana when its tort environment is compared 
to north dakota, which ranked 8th best in the country in 2012 and 15th best 
in 2015.

While there are other disadvantages that matter too, the higher taxes (and 
tax-induced infrastructure deficit) and higher regulatory burdens for pro-
ducing in montana, particularly in comparison to these costs in north da-
kota, diminishes the economic incentives to produce in oil and natural gas 
in montana. the large discrepancy between north dakota’s oil and natural 
gas revolution compared to montana’s stagnant production levels is the log-
ical outcome.

Expanding regulations 
unnecessarily 
increases costs 
on producers 
without creating 
additional benefits. 
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The Marcellus Shale

the marcellus shale has seen astronomical growth in its production, par-
ticularly natural gas, see Figure 12. the majority of the new production 
has occurred in pennsylvania (see Figure 13), and pennsylvania (due to the 
marcellus shale) now has the second largest amount of proven natural gas 
reserves behind only texas.54 Figure 13 also illustrates that while natural gas 
production increased in West Virginia and Ohio, there has been an actual 
decline in the amount of natural gas produced in new york. 

Figure 12 
Monthly Oil and Natural Gas Production,  
Marcellus Formation 
January 2007 – January 201655
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Figure 13 
Monthly Natural Gas Production 
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, and New York 
January 2007 – January 201656
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Focusing on the extreme cases, the overall regulatory environment in penn-
sylvania and new york, unlike the differences between montana and north 
dakota, does not explain why pennsylvania is experiencing a production 
boom while production levels in new york continue to decline. unlike 
north dakota, pennsylvania’s overall business environment is only slightly 
better than new york’s.57 additionally, there are not any known geological 
disadvantages along the new york side of the marcellus shale; nor are 
there a disproportionate amount of federal lands in new york that would 
create an inherent disadvantage.

instead, the difference in each state’s energy regulations, specifically each 
state’s approach to the new fracking technology, is the most important dif-
ference between the natural gas boom in pennsylvania and the declining 
industry in new york.  
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to understand why, it is important to note that knowledge of natural gas’ existence in the marcellus 
shale is not new. according to geology.com, 

twenty years ago every geologist involved in appalachian basin oil and gas knew about 
the devonian black shale called the marcellus. its black color made it easy to spot in 
the field and its slightly radioactive signature made it a very easy pick on a geophysical 
well log. 

however, very few of these geologists were excited about the marcellus shale as a ma-
jor source of natural gas. Wells drilled through it produced some gas but rarely in com-
mercial amounts. Few if any in the natural gas industry suspected that the marcellus 
might soon be a major contributor to the natural gas supply of the united states - large 
enough to be spoken of as a “super giant” gas field.58

Without modern drilling techniques, accurately measuring the amount of natural gas in the marcellus 
shale was not possible; nor was it possible to economically recover these reserves. modern drilling 
techniques, including fracking, eliminated these constraints. by applying the modern techniques to 
the marcellus shale (in 2008), geologists were able to discover how vast the recoverable reserves that 
exist in the resource basin actually were.59  the marcellus shale is now estimated to contain the largest 
amount of natural gas reserves (84.5 trillion cubic feet) in the country compared to any other shale 
play.60  

natural resources do not abide by state boundaries – they abide by geology. in order for any of the states 
atop the marcellus shale to discover, and then economically produce, the vast quantities of natural 
gas found there requires fracking technologies. and, this is where the regulatory differences between 
pennsylvania and new york matter.

pennsylvania is embracing the new technology and has established extensive regulations of the frack-
ing process (for example requiring disclosure of the fracking fluids). new york currently bans fracking 
– the production technology necessary to discover and then profitably produce natural gas from the 
marcellus shale formation. new york’s energy regulatory environment effectively prohibits natural gas 
producers from economically producing on the new york side of the marcellus shale resulting in the 
stark contrast in natural gas production between new york and pennsylvania. the lost economic op-
portunities from new york’s regulatory ban are staggering.

according to pennsylvaniafracking.com, citing pennsylvania department of labor and industry sta-
tistics, fracking has created more than 72,000 gas and oil jobs, and accounting for the economic multi-
plier, a total of 214,000 jobs have been created by industries tied to the marcellus shale.61 

a 2013 report by the manhattan institute documented the economic boost to those pennsylvania 
counties with fracking activity.62 the authors found that “between 2007 and 2011, per capita personal 
income levels rose about 8 percent in those counties with no unconventional wells drilled; and 12 per-
cent where fewer than 20 wells were drilled. in contrast, income levels rose 14 percent in counties with 
more than 20, but fewer than 200, wells; and 19 percent in the counties with the most hydrofracturing 
wells.”63 simply put, the manhattan institute study found that those counties that were blessed with 
natural gas resources, and then supported the development of those resources, saw significant income 
growth. 
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the impact on jobs was similar. 

Where there was no such drilling, the number of jobs shrank 
in each county by an average of 3.27 percent. counties with 
fewer than 20 unconventional wells improved only margin-
ally on this number, losing 3.23 percent of jobs on average.

however, those counties with between 20 and 200 wells 
lost, on average, less than one percent of their jobs. Final-
ly, the most striking value is the growth of employment in 
the heavy-drilling group. these counties added jobs at an 
average rate of 7.67 percent. none of the six counties with 
more than 200 unconventional wells failed to add jobs in 
2007–11, despite the economic turmoil that gripped the rest 
of the state—and the nation—during this period.64

While pennsylvania experienced robust income and job growth due to 
fracking, new york’s upstate economy has missed out on these benefits. a 
2011 study by the public policy institute of new york state (ppi) outlined 
the opportunities the state was foregoing by banning fracking. specifically, 
ppi predicted that “the state stands to lose over $11 billion in economic out-
put and thousands of private sector jobs between 2011 and 2020. by con-
servative estimates the development of the marcellus shale has the potential 
to create 37,572 new jobs each year in new york, jobs that may pay over 
$79,184 annually — over double the average private sector wage upstate.”65 

interviews in two rural counties along the pennsylvania-new york border in 
2015, when coupled with the positive impact experienced in pennsylvania, 
provides further context on the potential economic benefits that new york 
continues to miss due to its fracking ban.

in the rural pennsylvania counties across the border [from 
new york], the taxes have been cut. property values have 
risen. the county budgets are balanced and schools have 
been able to afford expansions and improvements. the 
roads get fixed. new small businesses open to support the 
workers who move to the area and take jobs in the gas fields.

meanwhile, in broome county, new york, the population 
has dropped by more than 2 percent in the last five years. 
to make this crystal clear, we’re not talking about a region 
where population growth fails to keep up with the rest of 
the state or nation. they’ve actually had a net loss of peo-
ple. the 2014 unemployment rate in the county stubborn-
ly stayed at almost 8 percent. in the same period, a stone’s 
throw away in bradford county, pa it had already dropped 
to 5.8 percent and continues to fall.66

By applying the 
modern techniques 
to the Marcellus 
Shale (in 2008), 
geologists were able 
to discover how 
vast the recoverable 
reserves that exist in 
the resource basin 
actually were.
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in the case of the marcellus shale, the large divergence in the production of 
natural gas is clearly associated with the different approaches of pennsylvania 
and new york to modern drilling techniques. pennsylvania embraced, then 
regulated, modern drilling techniques enabling the growth of the industry. new 
york, on the other hand, has banned the modern drilling techniques, which has 
had the effect of banning the industry, and its subsequent economic benefits, 
from new york. 

California’s Production Possibilities 

california, like the states discussed above, is blessed with large reserves of fos-
sil fuels.  leveraging that base, california is already a major energy producer.  
total production of california’s crude oil industry is the third largest compared 
to all other states – and california’s proven oil reserves are also the third largest 
among the 50 states.67 according to the energy information administration, 
“the most prolific oil-producing area is the san Joaquin basin in the southern 
half of the central Valley.”68 additionally, “california’s offshore areas indicate 
the potential for large, undiscovered recoverable crude oil resources in the fed-
erally administered Outer continental shelf (Ocs).”69 the offshore resources, 
however, are not currently under development (an issue discussed below).

like most major u.s. based oil producing states, oil production in california 
was on a steady decline prior to 2008. the decline was on par with the overall 
decline in u.s. production, therefore, california maintained a constant share of 
total national production between 11 percent and 13, see Figure 14. 

Figure 14 
California’s Share on National Oil Production 
January 1981 – December 2015
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circumstances changed in 2008 due to the fracking revolution. the pro-
duction decline in california continued unabated post 2008 even as the new 
fracking technologies revitalized oil and natural gas production in places 
like north dakota, pennsylvania, and texas. the result has been califor-
nia’s significant decline in the share of national production, which has fallen 
in half, see Figure 14.

despite declining output and share of national output, the economic ac-
tivity created by the upstream oil industry benefits the broader californian 
economy, particularly the economy in the san Joaquin Valley (sJV) where 
75 percent of the total oil in california is produced.70 in the san Joaquin 
Valley alone, “the petroleum industry along with the industries linked to it 
supports 52,271 jobs in the sJV (3.1 percentof total employment in the re-
gion), paying a total of $4.08 billion in annual labor income.”71 in addition, 
the industry creates $23.6 billion in business sales (10 percent of total sales 
in the san Joaquin Valley) and generates $365 million in sales taxes and 
$386 million in property taxes.72

there are other onshore opportunities as well, particularly the vast potential 
of the monterey shale. earlier energy information administration studies 
estimated that the monterey shale could yield 15.4 billion barrels of oil.73  
For perspective, the bakken shale, which has transformed north dakota’s 
economy and made north dakota the second largest oil producing state in 
the nation, is only one-half the size of these earlier estimates for the monte-
rey shale.74 While an updated analysis in 2014 lowered these estimates by 96 
percent to 600 million barrels,75 according to the Western states petroleum 
association president, catherine Reheis-boyd:

the u.s. energy information administration’s (eia) re-
vision does not change the estimate of the amount of oil 
present. it only changes their estimate for how much of that 
oil can be produced given the current state of technology in 
california… this change in the estimate of recoverable oil 
indicates the need to continue to invest in research and ex-
ploration in this area to adapt technologies that have proved 
successful at producing oil from shale resources elsewhere to 
california’s unique geology.

We have a great deal of confidence that the skill, experience, 
and innovative spirit by the men and women of the petro-
leum industry will ultimately solve this puzzle and improve 
production from the monterey shale.

it is not uncommon for estimates of ‘technically recoverable’ 
resources to change in the early stages of production activity. 
For example, the usgs initially estimated bakken shale in 
north dakota had just 151 million barrels of oil in 1995. 
today, the eia puts that estimate at 4 billion barrels.76

Despite declining 
output and share of 
national output, the 
economic activity 
created by the 
upstream oil industry 
benefits the broader 
Californian economy, 
particularly the 
economy in the San 
Joaquin Valley (SJV) 
where 75 percent of 
the total oil produced 
in California is 
produced.
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if such technological innovation is going to occur, it will require leveraging 
the current advances in drilling technology. the regulatory environment in 
california is not supportive of these cutting edge drilling technologies, and 
has become a large impediment to the industry’s growth and development.  

like montana, california’s overall tax and regulatory environment is a sig-
nificant competitive disadvantage. according to the pacific Research insti-
tute’s the 50-State Small Business Regulation Index, california’s state regulatory 
environment was the most burdensome in the country.77 california also has 
the 47th worst lawsuit climate according to the institute for legal Reform,78 
and the highest workers compensation costs of any state once the state costs 
are adjusted to a comparable basis.79 california’s high cost zoning regulations, 
costly labor regulations, highest top personal income tax rate in the country 
(13.3 percent) and, according to the tax Foundation, the 6th highest overall tax 
burden further reduce the attractiveness of the golden state.80  all of these tax 
and regulatory costs burden the oil production industry, just as it burdens most 
other industries across the state. 

the most impactful regulatory costs on the oil production industry are due to 
the regulations that directly target the oil production industry, however. these 
regulations make expanding california’s vast energy productive capacity very 
difficult and very costly.

california’s offshore regions (the zone within three miles from shore belongs 
to the state, beyond three miles, the zone belongs to the federal government) 
contain potentially large deposits of oil and natural gas that has been estimat-
ed to be as high as “10.13 billion barrels of oil and 11.73 trillion cubic feet of 
natural gas.”81 Oil and gas production continues offshore of california in 29 
active platforms that were leased prior to 1969,82 but any significant expansion 
of these operations has been prevented by federal and state drilling moratori-
ums. due to the state moratorium, california has not issued any new leases in 
new areas since 1969.83 these drilling moratoriums have made any expansion 
of offshore oil production virtually impossible.

drilling onshore occurs mostly on private or federal lands – a stark contrast to 
most states where drilling occurs mostly on private or state lands.84 the man-
ner in which california is regulating oil production on state and private lands, 
when coupled with regulations that overly empower interest groups opposed 
to drilling, imposes large, and growing, costs on oil producers. 

For starters, california’s fracking regulations are the strictest in the country 
(outside of a total ban on the practice).85 these strictest in the nation regu-
lations are viewed as insufficient to many anti-fracking groups who, despite 
governor brown’s resistance, continue to pursue a statewide ban on fracking 
and other modern drilling techniques. 

the continued pressure to ban fracking, and other modern drilling techniques, 
has been occurring at the local levels as well – and in a few instances, these 
local bans have passed. “both santa cruz county and mendocino county 

The most impactful 
regulatory costs on 
the oil production 
industry are due 
to the regulations 
that directly target 
the oil production 
industry.
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banned fracking [two years ago], although neither are active areas of the 
oil industry — the victories are symbolic. san benito county, however, also 
voted in november 2015 to ban fracking and other “high intensity” oil pro-
duction methods as it was set to be the site of potentially hundreds of new 
wells for an oil recovery project using cyclic steaming, a kind of enhanced 
recovery technique where the rock is heated in order to move viscous oil.”86 
the combination of strict state regulation and local bans creates uncertainty 
for producers who need to use these, and other, modern drilling techniques 
in order to profitably operate in california. 

applying modern drilling technologies is necessary if california is going to 
reverse its current declining share of national production. the state’s regula-
tory environment stands in the way, however. 

driller uncertainty is furthered by environmental and land use laws that 
empower opponents of proposed projects to delay or derail these activities. 
“this past march, to take one example, the planning commission in san 
luis Obispo county rejected a plan to drill a dozen new wells, with one 
commissioner arguing that “the isolated and pastoral huasna Valley” was 
“not a suitable place for oil production,” as the local Tribune put it.”87

On top of the uncertainty regarding production, delays for acquiring the 
necessary permits are increasing. as an example, 

between Jan. 1, 2014, and the third week in december, 
dOggR [division of Oil, gas and geothermal Resourc-
es] said, it issued approvals for 74 percent of the 561 appli-
cations it received for what are known as class ii under-
ground injection control projects, which can be for disposal 
activity or the oil well stimulation activity known as cyclic 
steaming.

by comparison, the division said, it approved 817, or 89 per-
cent, of the uic class ii applications it received during the 
same period a year before.88

broader environmental regulations, such as california’s ab 32 (cap and 
trade) passed in 2006, are also negatively impacting production in cali-
fornia. producing oil in california requires the energy intensive process of 
steam injection. as a consequence, the oil produced from california’s wells 
will have a higher carbon intensity than crude from other sources placing 
california produced oil at a competitive disadvantage in its home market.89

the large number of regulatory obstacles california imposes on its oil 
production industry raises the costs to produce in the state and limits the 
potential opportunities. When contrasted with states such as texas, north 
dakota, and pennsylvania, which have embraced the technology revolution, 
california’s decline in national output share is the inevitable result.

applying modern 
drilling technologies is 
necessary if California 
is going to reverse its 
current declining share 
of national production.
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Lessons for the Optimal Tax and  
Regulatory Structure
Regulations on the upstream energy industry are necessary – and companies in the industry must com-
ply with a long list of federal and state regulations. When the regulatory environment is excessive, there 
are consequences in terms of lost jobs, lost income, and lost economic vibrancy. due to the consistency 
of these negative impacts, several lessons for states with abundant oil and natural gas resources emerge.

First, as the old adage goes, time is money. drilling on california lands and federal lands are subject 
to long delays. the large price volatility inherent in the oil and natural gas markets compounds the 
costs from delays creating significant risks for producers attempting to drill on these lands. the lesson 
for regulatory policy is clear: regulators should consistently strive for a timely permit application and 
review process that minimizes potential delays. 

second, prohibitions are costly. Whether it is the fracking ban in new york or the offshore moratori-
um in california, drilling or technology bans, by definition, eliminate all activity related to the oil and 
natural gas sector in the banned areas. as illustrated in the border communities between new york and 
pennsylvania, or the declining share of national oil output from california, states that impose complete 
bans face bleaker economic outcomes than those states that enable responsible use of the latest drilling 
technologies. 

third, regulatory uncertainty matters. as exemplified by california, regulations that overly-empower 
activists increase the risks from drilling for oil and natural gas. states where the constant threat from 
local fracking bans hang over producers increase the risks from drilling for oil and natural gas as well. 
With higher risks come less incentives to expand production.

Fourth, states are better positioned to regulate oil and natural gas production in their borders than the 
federal government. state regulators not only have greater local knowledge, but the divergence in reg-
ulatory approaches enables states to learn from one another to implement the most effective regulatory 
structures. the federal government often defers to one size fits all regulations that are more likely to 
clash with the actual local needs and environment.

Finally, the overall regulatory environment matters. as the disproportionate production along the 
north dakota side of the north dakota-montana border exemplifies, the broader regulatory envi-
ronment can discourage production just as with any business. higher workers compensation costs, 
an overly litigious legal environment, and expensive land use regulations all raise the costs on oil and 
natural gas production leading to less overall production.

these lessons can be summarized in an over-arching theme that emerged across the case studies re-
viewed above – as would be expected from economic theory when the regulatory authority imposes 
overly-burdensome costs, or unnecessarily bans modern drilling techniques, the economic contribution 
from the upstream energy industry is diminished. On the other hand, when the regulatory authority 
imposes sensible regulations and embraces modern drilling techniques, the economic contributions 
from the upstream energy industry can be harnessed while still safeguarding the local environment. 
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